Contrast and resolution of scanning transmission electron microscope imaging modes.
Image blurring due to delocalization of inelastic events was studied for scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) of unstained thin sections. The delocalization probability was obtained from the angular distribution of inelastic scattering, which was calculated from experimental electron loss spectra of organic samples. This probability was implemented in a Monte Carlo program to simulate the effects of multiple scattering and delocalization for STEM images collected by either the annular detector or the spectrometer, and images generated by a combination of these two signals. Depending on the illumination, the detector geometry and the energy-loss range selected for imaging the annular detector image is blurred by a non-negligible fraction of inelastically scattered electrons. Simultaneous acquisition of an inelastic image using a spectrometer allows the blurring to be reduced by calculation of either the ratio or the difference of the two darkfield signals. While inherent nonlinearities reduce the interpretability of ratio-contrast images, difference-contrast improves the visibility of details submerged in a diffuse background without introducing artifacts.